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Electronic structure theory faces many computational challenges in transition metal chemistry.

Usually, density functional theory is the method of choice for theoretical studies on transition

metal complexes and clusters mostly because it is the only feasible one, although its results are

not systematically improvable. By contrast, multireference ab initio methods could provide a

correct description of the electronic structure, but are limited to small molecules because of the

tremendous computational resources required. In recent years, conceptually new ab initio methods

emerged that turned out to be promising for theoretical coordination chemistry. We review and

discuss two efficient parametrization schemes for the electronic wave function, the matrix product

states and the complete-graph tensor network states. Their advantages are demonstrated at

example transition metal complexes. Especially, tensor network states might provide the key to

accurately describe strongly correlated and magnetic molecular systems in transition metal

chemistry.

1. Computational challenges in transition metal

chemistry

The description of the electronic structure of transition metal

complexes and clusters on the basis of the first principles of

quantum mechanics is still a challenging task in theoretical

chemistry.1 Such quantum chemical calculations without

resorting to empirical data are the basis of any truly predictive

theoretical attempt to predict molecular structures, molecular

properties, as well as reactions mediated by transition metal

complexes. The starting point of such an endeavor is the

accurate solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation for

a given molecular structure to obtain the electronic wave

function.2,3 It was soon realized that this was and still is a

very difficult task, and semi-quantitative descriptions based on
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ligand-field-like or semi-empirical theories have never faded

away but are alive and kicking.4–11

At the beginning of the 1990s, the situation seemed to

change with the advent of gradient-corrected density func-

tionals that became readily available in standard quantum

chemistry packages like Gaussian.12 The reason for this is the

fact that—based on sound density functional theory

(DFT)—density functional calculations are usually imple-

mented in the framework invented by Kohn and Sham which

is very similar to Hartree–Fock theory.13 Approximate density

functionals had put computational chemists into a position to

routinely carry out structure optimizations for complexes14

whose structure had not to be compromised by simplification

of ligands for feasibility reasons. Also, the total electronic

energies obtained turned out to be quite accurate for the

calculation of reaction energies, although the total electronic

DFT energy calculated with an approximate density

functional can deviate significantly from the exact total

electronic energy because of empirical parameters in the

functional approximation.

After the first gold rush of DFT-based studies in coordina-

tion chemistry,15–21 which even enabled experimentalists to

study the complexes synthesized in the laboratory on a routine

basis, deficiencies of approximate gradient-corrected density

functionals became evident. One such example is the calcula-

tion of the energy splitting of states of different spin, e.g., the

energy difference between low- and high-spin complexes.22 At

about the same time, we found23,24 that this energy splitting

depends linearly on the admixture of Hartree–Fock-type

exchange, so-called exact exchange, in hybrid density

functionals, an invention of Becke in 1993.25,26 It was this

linear dependence that turned out to make the major

difference in spin splitting calculations with at that time

existing density functional approximations, so general that

we conducted a systematic investigation,27 which confirmed

the general validity and led to the %-terminology with

5%-reduced exact exchange admixture (e.g., B3LYP%).

Variants have then been studied in detail by Harvey,28 and

this insight found also its way into some of the most

recent density functional parametrizations like the M06-L

functional.29 In his very many investigations into mechanisms

of bioinorganic chemistry, Siegbahn and co-workers30 found

this reduction of exact exchange in B3LYP from 20% to 15%

to be most crucial.

Although insights into terms of the functional are of decisive

importance for the accuracy of calculated observables, the

available density functional approximations still carry

uncertainties. Only statistical knowledge is available on the

performance of functionals for a certain test set of molecular

data. Often, the accuracy is remarkable, but uncertainties of

calculated DFT results on molecules outside such test sets

remain. If there are indications, e.g., from experiment, that

DFT results are not sufficiently accurate, we have no means to

improve on them in a systematic manner. It would be helpful if

reliable reference data could be generated for at least one

specimen of a class of molecules. It is not even possible to

assess the error of a particular calculation on some observable.

For this reason, systematically improvable, but feasible

ab initio methods are still sought.

In general, coupled-cluster (CC) methods have turned out to

be very reliable.31 However, the standard coupled-cluster

approach is built upon a closed-shell reference function, which

is in many interesting cases not a suitable reference function.

Usually, complexes with strong ligands can be described by the

standard CC-SD(T) model.32 An example for which this has

been demonstrated is Ferrocene.33,34 In practice, one would

like to have a general-purpose method at hand, which would

imply that it can deal with open-shell systems and is thus

based on a multi-determinant reference function like multi-

reference configuration interaction (MR-CI),35–37 multi-

reference Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MR-MP2),38,39

difference-dedicated CI approaches,40,41 or multi-configuration

self-consistent field (MC-SCF) theory42,43 like the now

popular complete-active-space self-consistent field approach

(CAS-SCF)44 supplemented by perturbation theory to second

order (CAS-PT2).45 All these methods approach their limits

when applied to open-shell transition-metal compounds

because either the single-particle basis set or the many-particle

basis set or the active space are too small for feasibility

reasons.

In this paper, we elaborate on a completely different

multi-reference approach which emerged in the last decade

in quantum chemistry. This is the representation of the wave

function in term of matrix product states (MPS) and its

generalization called tensor network states (TNS).46–48 The

remarkable difference of these new approaches invented in

solid state physics49–60 when compared to standard CI-type

techniques in quantum chemistry is that the expansion para-

meters (i.e., the CI coefficients) of the electronic wave function

in terms of many-electron basis functions (i.e., Slater determi-

nants or configuration state functions) are constructed

explicitly rather than obtained via diagonalization. Tensor

network states provide the basis for the design of new

electronic wave function ansätze that capture the entangle-

ment present in molecular structures in an efficient and

compact way.

This review is organized as follows: We introduce tensor

network states in section 2 and specifically discuss the

peculiarities of MPS in section 2.1 and of complete-graph

tensor network (CGTN) states in section 2.2. In section 3, we

outline important concepts of quantum information theory

and how they can assist quantum chemical calculations.

Illustrative results of the MPS and CGTN calculations are

presented in section 4. We conclude with some general

remarks in section 5.

2. Tensor network states in quantum chemistry

The exact wave function of an N-electron system is often given

as a multi-determinantal expansion where the Slater determi-

nants are composed of one-electron functions. The intro-

duction of a one-electron basis set reduces the exact, infinite

N-particle Hilbert space to a finite N-particle Hilbert space

that is spanned by all Slater determinants of a molecular

system that can be generated by all possible permutations of

the N electrons among the one-electron functions. The basis

of the finite Hilbert space therefore scales factorially in the size

of the orbital space.
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The exact ansatz for an electronic state A in a given

one-particle basis is called full configuration interaction

(FCI) wave function,

jCðNÞA;FCIi ¼
Xq

n1n2 ...nk

CðAÞn1n2...nk
jn1n2 . . . nki ð1Þ

where C
ðAÞ
n1n2 ...nk are the CI expansion coefficients of state A and

|n1n2. . .nki denotes an occupation number vector. In eqn (1),

the sum runs over the dimension q of the local Hilbert spaces,

which is for spin orbitals q = 2, either occupied or

unoccupied. In the FCI approach, an individual coefficient is

assigned to each basis state of the finite N-particle Hilbert

space. Due to the factorial growth of the size of the finite

Hilbert space, the FCI method can only be applied to rather

small molecules.

In molecular systems, usually only a few basis states of the

Hilbert space contribute with a large CI coefficient to the

electronic wave function and are therefore important for an

accurate description of the electronic structure of chemical

systems.61 Hence, it should be possible to devise a smart

parametrization of the electronic wave function that covers

the physical states in the Hilbert space, e.g., the electronic

ground states62,63 without the need of a factorially large

number of parameters.

The concept of tensor network states (TNS)57,59,64–67

provides the framework to define new classes of states with a

tailored and efficient parametrization. The basic idea of TNS is

to break down the high-dimensional coefficient tensor of a FCI

ansatz into a network of small-ranked tensors. TNS is actually

not a new concept. Such states have already been applied a

long time ago in the condensed-matter community in a

different context57,68 but only recently to study molecular

systems in quantum chemistry.48,69–72

We now present two classes of efficiently-parametrized

electronic states, the MPS and complete-graph tensor network

(CGTN) states, which we here apply to transition metal

complexes. In previous studies, MPS have already shown

that they provide a compact, efficient, and accurate

description of the electronic structure for transition metal

compounds.47,61,73–75 For the CGTN parametrization, we

provide the first calculation on a high-spin ground state of a

saturated transition metal complex, the cobalt(II)-tetraqua

complex, [Co(H2O)4]
2+.

2.1 Matrix product states

In 1995, Östlund and Rommer realized that the density-matrix

renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm implicitly

generates a position-dependent MPS in the thermodynamic

limit53,54 which can be written as

jCðNÞMPSi ¼
X

n1n2 ...nk

A1½n1�A2½n2� � � �Ak½nk� jn1n2 . . . nki ð2Þ

where the rank-3 tensors Ai are written as m � m matrices

Ai[ni] for a specific local state ni.
58,68,76,77 An analytic wave

function ansatz is highly desirable for a better understanding

of the advantages and possible pitfalls of the DMRG

algorithm.46 In addition, the connection of matrix product

states and quantum information theory provided additional

insights on the DMRG algorithm from a new

perspective.75,78–84

For a better understanding of the general tensor-network

approach, we will now review the construction of MPS within

the context of the DMRG algorithm and provide a summary

of previous work on this subject.46,55,56,85–87

An MPS is generated by retaining m DMRG system states

(also called block states) through a reduced basis trans-

formation. Let us assume that the Hilbert space of an

active subsystem (AS) is spanned by m DMRG states

{|AS(p)i i|i = 1,..., m} where p indicates the number of orbitals

already included in the AS basis. If we increase the AS by a

single orbital, the basis of the enlarged active subsystem (eAS)

{|eAS(p+1)
i i|i = 1,...,q�m} can be constructed by means of a

direct product of {|AS(p)i i} times the basis of the single orbital

{|n(p+1)
i i|i = 1,...,q} leading to the q�m enlarged active

subsystem basis states

{|eAS(p+1)
i i} = {|AS(p)

i i} # {|n(p+1)
i i} (3)

where q is the dimension of the local Hilbert space describing

orbital p+1 in the chain.

The next step is to truncate the enlarged basis with

dimension q�m back to a basis with the optimal m states which

we denote {|AS(p+1)
i i|i= 1,...,m}. The index p+1 indicates the

orbital set already included in the basis of the active

subsystem.

The truncation matrices Ai[ni] in eqn (2) can be defined as

scalar products between the enlarged basis and the

truncated basis

heAS(p+1)
i |AS(p+1)

j i = hAS(p)l n(p+1)|AS(p+1)
j i (4)

¼ ðAðpþ1ÞÞ
AS
ðpþ1Þ
j

;AS
ðpÞ
l

nðpþ1Þ
ð5Þ

� ðA½nðpþ1Þ�Þ
AS
ðpþ1Þ
j

;AS
ðpÞ
l

: ð6Þ

This equation holds since the A[n(i)] matrices can also be

interpreted as rank-3 tensors. The enlarged AS state with

index i is the direct product of the AS state l and the state of

the orbital (p+1). Note that we have dropped the position-

index subscript for the sake of brevity.

From the definition of the transformation matrices A[n(i)] in

eqn (6), it is clear that the orthonormality condition
X

nðiÞ

A½nðiÞ�Ay½nðiÞ� ¼ 1 ð7Þ

is fulfilled.55 This ensures that the new truncated basis is

orthonormal under the assumption that the {|AS(p)i i} are

orthonormal as well.

The m optimal basis states on the active subsystem spanning

a space composed of (p+1) orbitals can be expressed with

eqn (6) as

jAS
ðpþ1Þ
i i ¼

X
j

X

nðpþ1Þ

ðA½nðpþ1Þ�Þ
AS
ðpþ1Þ
j

;AS
ðpÞ
i

� jAS
ðpÞ
j i � jnðpþ1Þi

ð8Þ

where |AS(p)j i form the renormalized basis of the space

spanned by p orbitals.
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We can now apply a recursive procedure to build up the

renormalized basis spanning the entire orbital space.53 This

recursion procedure leads to an iterative cycle that expands the

basis by a single orbital and subsequently renormalizes back to

m basis states describing the enlarged system. The recursion is

terminated if the number of orbitals l in the active subsystem

span m states exactly. The renormalized basis can therefore be

written as

jAS
ðpþ1Þ
i i ¼

X
j

X

nðlÞ...nðpþ1Þ

ðA½nðlÞ� � � �A½nðpþ1Þ�ÞASj ;ASi

� jAS
ðl�1Þ
j i � jnðlÞ � � � nðpþ1Þi:

ð9Þ

We can further simplify eqn (9) by replacing the set of

{|AS(l�1)j i|j = 1,. . .,m} states by the tensor product of the

states in the space containing l orbitals since this space is not

being truncated.

The m renormalized basis states approximating an orbital

space composed of (p+1) orbitals can be written in a FCI

fashion by replacing the high-dimensional coefficient tensor of

eqn (1) by a chain ofm � m truncation matrices where the sum

runs over all possible occupation vectors in the Fock space of

the k orbitals

jAS
ðpþ1Þ
i i ¼

X

nð1Þ...nðpþ1Þ

ðA½nðlÞ� � � �A½nðpþ1Þ�Þnð1Þ...nðpþ1Þ;ASi

� jnð1Þ � � � nðlÞ � � � nðpþ1Þi:
ð10Þ

The renormalized basis state in eqn (10) is called a matrix

product state.

Analogously to the definition of the A[n(i)] matrices in

eqn (6) that truncate the active subsystem basis states, trunca-

tion matrices can be defined for the complementary subsystem

(CS), the environment,

hCSðpÞj jeCS
ðpÞ
i i � hCS

ðpÞ
j jCS

ðpþ1Þ
l nðpÞi

� ðA½nðpÞ�Þ
CS
ðpÞ
j

;CS
ðpþ1Þ
l

nðpÞ

ð11Þ

where eCS stands for the enlarged complementary sub-

system in the two-site DMRG algorithm and the renormalized

basis states on the complementary subsystem are

obtained in the same way as for the active subsystem,

consequently.

The total-system wave function is constructed by a direct

product of the enlarged active and the enlarged comple-

mentary subsystem,

jCðNÞDMRGi ¼
X
ij

c
eAS

ðpÞ
i

eCS
ðpþ1Þ
j

jeAS
ðpÞ
i i � jeCS

ðpþ1Þ
j i ð12Þ

where N is the number of electrons and p indicates the

number of orbitals in the enlarged active subsystem and

orbitals from (p+1) to k in the enlarged comple-

mentary subsystem. Note that the sum over basis states

of the enlarged active and enlarged complementary

subsystem is restricted to states with the correct number of

electrons, projected spin, and point-group symmetry. In the

two-site DMRG approach, both enlarged subsystems

can be written as a direct product of the subsystem part times

a single orbital,

jCðNÞDMRGi ¼
X
ij

X

nðpÞnðpþ1Þ

c
AS
ðp�1Þ
i

nðpÞnðpþ1ÞCSðpþ2Þ
j

jAS
ðp�1Þ
i i

� jnðpÞi � jnðpþ1Þi � jCSðpþ2Þj i:
ð13Þ

As we can see from eqn (13), the two-site DMRG algorithm

treats two orbitals, |n(p)i and |n(p+1)i, exactly whereas in the

one-site algorithm, only the active subsystem is enlarged by

one orbital. At this stage we can substitute the renormalized

basis states derived in eqn (10) into eqn (13) to express the

DMRG wave function in terms of two matrix product states

for the active and complementary renormalized basis plus two

exactly represented orbitals,

jCðNÞDMRGi ¼
X
ij

c
AS
ðp�1Þ
i

nðpÞnðpþ1ÞCSðpþ2Þ
j

� ðA½nðlÞ� � � �A½nðp�1Þ�Þnð1Þ...nðp�1Þ ;ASi

� ðA½nðpþ2Þ� � � �A½nðk�lÞ�ÞCSj ;nðpþ2Þ ...nðk�lÞ

� jnð1Þ . . . nðkÞi:

ð14Þ

The coefficients in eqn (14) are rank-3 tensors which can be

reformulated into a set of q2 matrices with dimension m � m.

This so-called center matrix formulation86 can be used to

rephrase the DMRG ansatz consistently as a chain of

m � m matrix products,

jCðNÞDMRGi ¼
X
ij

ðA½nðlÞ� � � �A½nðp�1Þ�Þnð1Þ...nðp�1Þ;ASi

� C½nðpÞnðpþ1Þ�
AS
ðp�1Þ
i

CS
ðpþ2Þ
j

� ðA½nðpþ2Þ� � � �A½nðk�lÞ�ÞCSj ;nðpþ2Þ ...nðk�lÞ

� jnð1Þ . . . nðkÞi:

ð15Þ

The form of the ansatz in eqn (15) clearly illustrates that the

optimization of the DMRG ansatz is performed variationally

as a sequence of local optimization steps of the wave

function.46,55 Note that locality refers to the variational

parameter space and not necessarily to the underlying orbitals.

The variational coefficients c
AS
ðp�1Þ

nðpÞnðpþ1Þ
i

CS
ðp þ 2Þ
j

are optimized

and lead to an improved ansatz since these variational

coefficients are used to construct a new reduced basis

transformation. Therefore, the DMRG algorithm acts as a

self-consistent method improving the truncation matrices A

iteratively.

2.2 Complete-graph tensor network states

Due to the direct-product structure of the Hilbert space, the

dimension of the coefficient tensor for the exact wave function

in eqn (1) grows factorially with the system size, e.g. the

number of spatial orbitals. As we have mentioned above,

TNS approaches aim at breaking down the high-dimensional
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coefficient tensor into a tensor network that only depends on a

small number of parameters. The 4k coefficients of a quantum

state consisting of k (spatial) molecular orbitals are thus

constructed from a reduced set of parameters.

As we have shown for small molecules, a very suitable and

efficient parameterization for strongly correlated molecular

systems exists in the form of the CGTN states.48 The CGTN

states contain all possible two-site correlators connecting

all orbitals with each other, and hence form a subclass

of the general correlator product states (CPS).70 All our

findings can be generalized to any CPS with an arbitrary order

in the site correlators, i.e. three-site, four-site, and so forth

correlators.

We now introduce a decomposition scheme for CPS-type

wave functions to gain additional insight into the entangle-

ment structure of molecular quantum states described by the

CGTN parametrization. We will show in this section that the

entanglement can be quantified by considering only a subset of

two-site correlators of the complete graph, namely those

which have indices on both subsystems, and that the

variational optimization of the CGTN states minimizes the

entanglement between the two subsystems through multiple

quantum channels starting from a maximally-entangled,

random state.

The emerging CGTN state approximates the high-

dimensional coefficient tensor of the exact wave function by

a product of two-site correlators f � f f nanbab g,

jCðNÞCGTNi ¼
Xq

n1n2...nk

Yk

a

Y
b�a

f
nanb
ab jn1n2 . . . nki ð16Þ

where the local states of the spin orbitals na,nb can either be

occupied or unoccupied {|1i,|0i}. The sum in eqn (16) runs

over all basis states in the N -particle Hilbert space with the

correct quantum numbers (e.g., correct number of electrons,

projected spin, and point-group symmetry). An advantage of

the CGTN state is that it does not rely on an artificial orbital

ordering which is necessary for MPS in the DMRG algorithm

for quantum chemistry.48

The set of one-electron functions, used to construct the

many-electron basis functions of the N-particle Hilbert space,

is bipartitioned into two subsystems, which shall be denoted as

A and B. The exact wave function can be written, according

to the bipartitioning A and B, as

jCðA:BÞ
exact i ¼

XdA
l

XdB
r

C
ðexactÞ
lr jAli � jBri ð17Þ

where the sums over l and r run over all basis states of the

Fock space spanned by the molecular orbitals in A and in B,

respectively. Note that only combinations of l and r appear in

|C(A:B)
exact i that describe a state |Ali # |Bri contained in the

N-particle Hilbert space. The exact coefficients C(exact)
lr are

approximated by the CGTN coefficients as

C(exact)
lr E C(CGTN)

lr = CA
l �CA - B

lr �CB
r (18)

where

CA
l ¼

YA

a

YA

b�a
f
la lb
ab ð19Þ

CA\B
lr ¼

YA

a

YB

b�a
f
larb
ab ð20Þ

CB
r ¼

YB

a

YB

b�a
f
rarb
ab ð21Þ

CA
l and CB

r only depend on the states of the corresponding

subsystem.

The decomposition of the CGTN coefficients according to

eqn (18) is graphically shown for an example of four spin

orbitals in Fig. 1.

We can express the CGTN state for the two subsystems as

jCðA:BÞ
CGTNi ¼

XdA
l

XdB
r

CA\B
lr CA

l jAli|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
jAcl

i

�CB
r jBri|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
jBcr i

ð22Þ

¼
XdA
l

XdB
r

CA\B
lr jAcl

i � jBcr
i ð23Þ

by introducing scaled bases {|Acl
i|l = 1,..., dA} for A and

{|Bcr
i|r = 1,...,dB} for B. These sets of states, however, need

not be normalized.

In view of the above equation it is clear that all orbitals can

be divided into two sets in such a way that the bipartite

entanglement is determined by the correlators that connect

the two sets.

If we assume that we can write a spectral decomposition of

the matrix M of scalar products of the states in A

Mll
0 � hAcl

jAcl0 i ¼ CA
l � CA

l
0 dll0 ð24Þ

Fig. 1 Pictorial representation of the decomposition of the CGTN

coefficients. The bipartitioning defines two subsystems A and B each

consisting of one molecular orbital, |n1i# |n2i and |n3i# |n4i,
respectively. The correlations between A and B are solely described

by the inter-two-site correlators Clr
A - B (dashed pink lines). The two-

site correlators CA
l in A (green) and Cr

B in B (red) would form a

product state if the inter-two-site correlators were neglected, and

therefore they have no direct influence on the entanglement of that

particular bipartitioning.
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withM= XDXw andDll0 = dll0dl and XXw = XwX= I, then an

orthonormalized set for the states in A can then be obtained

by the following basis transformation,

jA~cl
i ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi

dl
p

X
k

ðXyÞlkjAck
i: ð25Þ

The same procedure can be applied to generate an ortho-

normal set {|B ~cr
i} for B.

The CGTN state for the bipartition now reads

jCðA:BÞ
CGTNi ¼

XdA

l

XdB
r

CA\B
lr jA~cl

i � jB~cr
i: ð26Þ

The Schmidt form of |C(A:B)
CGTNi is constructed by a singular

value decomposition of the coefficients CA - B
lr as

CA\B
lr � ðCA\BÞlr ¼

X
a

ðUÞalðDÞaaðVyÞar ð27Þ

with UwU = VVw = I and D is a diagonal matrix with the

Schmidt coefficients la = (D)aa. The Schmidt bases are then

given by the unitary matrices U and V according to

jFA
a i ¼

X
l

ðUyÞal jA~cl
i ð28Þ

jFB
a i ¼

X
r

ðVÞarjB~cr
i ð29Þ

leading to the Schmidt decomposition of the CGTN state,

jCðA:BÞ
CGTNi ¼

XminfdA ;dBg

a

lajFA
a i � jFB

a i: ð30Þ

The reduced density matrix of A is calculated by performing

the partial trace over B,

r̂A ¼ TrB ðjCðA:BÞ
CGTNihC

ðA:BÞ
CGTNjÞ ¼

X
a

l2ajFA
a ihFA

a j ð31Þ

which determines the von Neumann entropy,

S
ðA:BÞ
vN ðrAÞ ¼ �TrðrA ln rAÞ ¼ �

X
a

l2a ln l
2
a: ð32Þ

In quantum information theory, the von Neumann entropy

characterizes the entanglement between two subsystems. This

concept can be extended to the entanglement of two groups of

orbitals embedded in a background of the other orbitals such

as the measure of entanglement defined by Rissler et al.84 By

taking advantage of the structure of the CPS, we just

demonstrated that the entanglement between two groups of

orbitals described by a CGTN state is parametrized by the set

of inter-two-site correlators. In a qualitative sense, the subnet-

work of correlators provides multiple quantum channels for

the entanglement localization.

3. Benefit of concepts from quantum information

theory

By contrast to traditional approaches in quantum chemistry

like configuration interaction or coupled cluster, the new

tensor-network-based approaches to the electronic wave

function construct CI-like coefficients from assumptions on

how a total state is best represented in terms of correlations

between the underlying one-particle states. It is therefore

crucial to develop means that highlight the one-particle state

correlations to facilitate a tailored construction of the

many-particle basis. In the above-mentioned standard

approaches, various recipes have evolved on how to selectively

include or reject certain virtual orbitals in the excitation

hierarchy. In the early days of CI-type approaches the manual

selection was mandatory for the sake of feasibility, while in

modern algorithms it can be automated, see ref. 37 for an

example. One such approach relies on the localization of

orbitals and the definition of self-consistent electron pairs.88–90

The question now is how these one-particle state

correlations can be defined in an automated manner for the

set-up of DMRG or TNS calculations. Here, Legeza and

co-workers79,80,91,92 introduced concepts from quantum

information theory that turned out to be very useful for the

quantitative description of such correlations. Of course, the

applicability of these tools depends on the ease with which

they can be evaluated. If their evaluation is very demanding in

terms of computer resources, this will limit their applicability.

In the DMRG algorithm, the molecular orbitals must be

lined up as an artificial one-dimensional lattice. Since the

molecular orbitals are usually not spatially confined, the

optimal solution of the orbital ordering problem is not

trivial.93 The aligned orbitals are then divided into an active

subsystem (AS) and a complementary subsystem. On both

subsystems, approximate representations of the elementary

creation and annihilation operators in terms of matrices can

be constructed which are employed to calculate the second-

quantized Hamiltonian for the total (superblock) system. By

diagonalizing the superblock Hamiltonian, an approximate

wave function for the entire system can be obtained which is

needed for the calculation of the reduced density matrix of the

active subsystem. The reduced density matrix allows us to

select a new set of basis states for an improved description of

the elementary operators.94

For each molecular orbital, one-site entropies can be

calculated from the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix

of that particular orbital. These one-site entropies can be used

to modify the DMRG block entropy by reordering the mole-

cular orbitals on the lattice.79 The block entropy is defined as

the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix of the

active subsystem. For optimal convergence and efficient use of

computational resources, the molecular orbitals should be

ordered in such a way that the DMRG blocks are highly

entangled only for a few iterations. An entanglement localiza-

tion is sought since a larger number of DMRG states needs to

be taken into account for a given error bound if the entangle-

ment between two DMRG blocks is large.75

The selection of DMRG states in each renormalization step

can be controlled by the dynamic block state selection (DBSS)

protocol91 which monitors the quantum information

loss—that is the difference in entropy of the complete reduced

density matrix and the entropy of the states kept for the

renormalization—by neglecting some DMRG superblock

states and thus truncating the N-particle Hilbert space.

The configuration-interaction based dynamically extended

active space (CI-DEAS) procedure79,95,96 constructs optimal
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environment blocks at each iteration from the one-particle

basis of the molecular orbitals with the largest one-site

entropies. It also reduces the effective system size by identifying

double-occupied or empty orbitals in the environment block.

Based on these procedures, we have recently formulated an

entropy-based DMRG algorithm and applied it to a problem

in electronic structure theory which had become a benchmark

test in recent years: To the accurate calculation of the relative

energy between the bis(m-oxo) and m–Z2 : Z2 peroxo isomers of

the binuclear oxo-bridged copper cluster [Cu2O2]
2+. These

data are not reviewed here because they have been discussed at

length very recently in ref. 75.

4. Illustrative results

4.1 Remark on the convergence of total DMRG energies

The convergence of total energies with the DMRG algorithm

is not trivial. One may converge to local energy minima—

especially in the one-site DMRG variant97 but also for two-

site DMRG calculations93,98—if not measures against it are

taken like white noise,99 perturbative correction,73 entropy-

based orbital ordering, dynamic block state selection (DBSS)

and configuration-interaction dynamically extended active

space (CI-DEAS) procedures.79,80,91,92 The converged DMRG

energy may depend on various parameters that are not clearly

visible if only the attribute ‘DMRG’ is given in order to

characterize it. There exists currently no established notation

for DMRG calculations. They differ in the number of AS

states m, in the number of active electrons and active orbitals,

in the type of orbitals used to generate the one- and two-

electron integrals. The orbitals can be relaxed or kept frozen.

And finally, DMRG iterations have not a well defined end

point as the total electronic energy may converge in jumps.

Especially the fact that the orbitals can be relaxed makes

DMRG total energies difficult to compare in cases where

orbital relaxation was not carried out. Of course, within

a series of calculations the relative energies are meaningful

and can be compared with those from a series with differing

set up.

4.2 Performance of MPS on spatially confined molecular

systems

The DMRG algorithm is known to reach the FCI accuracy for

molecular systems.100–104 Here, we choose to focus on

previous results obtained for one of the transition metal

systems investigated, namely on cobalt hydride. We should

emphasize that even though DMRG/MPS can be system-

atically improved to reach FCI accuracy by increasing the

number of DMRG states m, it is for many interesting chemical

problems not at all required to do so. To understand reaction

mechanisms in chemistry, accurate relative energies between

two isomers or spin states are decisive. In 2008, we found61

that an MPS parametrization lead to qualitatively correct

relative energies between two spin states although the absolute

energies for each of the states were not fully converged.

Table 1 lists the relative energies from the DMRG calcula-

tions on the singlet and triplet state of CoH as taken from

ref. 61 (the size of the active space is 10 electrons in 14

molecular orbitals). Note that already for 100 DMRG states

the relative energy has converged within chemical accuracy.

However, this cannot be expected in general. In particular, the

calculation of the relative energies between two spin states for

a fixed number m of renormalized states is not ideal since for a

given number of DMRG block states either the singlet or the

triplet state might be better represented. Our recently

improved version of the DMRG algorithm incorporating

principles from quantum information theory allows us to

obtain a desired error bound in the DMRG energies using

the above-mentioned DBSS and CI-DEAS procedures.75 The

DBSS method monitors the quantum information loss during

the renormalization step and thus assures the selection of an

appropriate number of DMRG states for a desired accuracy in

the energies for both spin states. We also considered the

problem of varying block state numbers m for different states

or structures by application of an extrapolation protocol

demonstrated at the CoH example.94

4.3 Assessment of the CGTN states for transition metal

complexes

In order to investigate the suitability of the CGTN para-

metrization for transition-metal containing molecules, we

perform CGTN calculations on the high-spin ground-state

of the cobalt(II)-tetraqua complex, [Co(II)(H2O)4]
2+ in C1

point-group symmetry. The structure was optimized with

DFT using the BP86 exchange–correlation functional105,106

as implemented in the Turbomole V5.10107 program package.

For the DFT calculations, the resolution-of-the-identity (RI)

technique108–110 with the def-TZVP one-particle basis111 and

the corresponding auxiliary basis set112 were used. In prepara-

tory calculations, we calculated the one-electron and

two-electron integrals as well as CASSCF reference energies

with the Molpro program package.113 The molecular orbitals
Table 1 Results of CASSCF and CASPT2 reference and DMRG
calculation for the singlet and triplet states of CoH for 10 electrons
distributed over 14 active spatial orbitals in Hartree atomic units.
Relative energies are given in kJ mol�1. All data are taken from ref. 61

Method Esinglet/Eh Etriplet/Eh DE/kJ mol�1

DMRG(m = 64) �1381.977 619 �1382.020 168 111.7
DMRG(m = 100) �1381.979 697 �1382.020 507 107.2
DMRG(m = 400) �1381.981 062 �1382.020 808 104.4
DMRG(m = 600) �1381.981 090 �1382.020 812 104.3
CASSCF(10,14) �1381.981 097 �1382.020 814 104.3
CASPT2(10,14) �1382.192 371 �1382.242 103 130.6
DFT/BP86 �1383.504 019 �1383.585 212 213.1
DFT/B3LYP �1383.202 267 �1383.279 574 203.0

Table 2 The squared CASSCF and CGTN coefficients of the seven
largest occupation number vectors (ONV) for the quartet spin state of
[Co(II)(H2O)4]

2+ are compared with each other

ONVi |Ci|
2
CASSCF |Ci|

2
CGTN

2 2 2 + + + 0 0 0 0.988835 0.991055
2 2 0 + + + 2 0 0 0.001522 0.001697
2 0 2 + + + 0 2 0 0.001500 0.001672
2 + � + + + + � 0 0.000813 0.000969
2 � + + + + � + 0 0.000812 0.000969
2 2 + + + 0 � 0 + 0.000572 0.000691
2 + 2 + + 0 0 � + 0.000568 0.000685
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have been expanded in the cc-pVTZ one-particle basis

set.114–116 We employ an active space consisting of 9 electrons

and 9 molecular orbitals. For the parallel-tempering Monte

Carlo simulation, we use 8 replicas at different temperatures in

the range [1 � 10�8 Eh,0.001 Eh].

In Table 2, the ability of the CGTN states to represent the

electronic structure of [Co(II)(H2O)4]
2+ is assessed by comparing

the tensor-network coefficients to the CI coefficients of the

reference CAS(9,9)-SCF calculation. The BP86/RI/def-TZVP

optimized structure of the compound is shown in Fig. 2.

The accurate representation of the seven largest CI coeffi-

cients in Table 2 is evident. Nevertheless, a systematic

discrepancy between the coefficients exists. The squared

CGTN coefficients are slightly larger than the corresponding

squared CASSCF coefficients which can be understood by

taking a closer look at the highly non-linear CGTN ansatz.

Since the CGTN coefficients are constructed as a product of

two-site correlators, they are best suited to describe highly

multi-reference cases where the CI-coefficient profile shows a

flat distribution rather than just one large coefficient with

many small ones. In other words, the description of the

electronic structure by the CGTN state is not as efficient for

single-reference as for multi-reference cases due to the nature

of this particular ansatz. Nevertheless, the tensor network

approximates the largest CI coefficients very accurately, but

the steady decay of the small CI coefficients is difficult to

model. In future work117 we will present a hybrid-TNS/CI

approach for molecular systems where some large CI

coefficients, e.g., of the Hartree–Fock state, are expressed by

a single parameter. The TNS then approximates the large

number of small CI coefficients.

In Table 3, the energies and parameters for the CGTN and

CASSCF calculations are listed. The CGTN parametrization

requires less than a tenth of the variational parameters

compared to the dimension of the Hilbert space for the chosen

active space.

In Fig. 3, the evolution of the CGTN state during the

variational optimization of the parallel-tempering Monte

Carlo procedure is illustrated. At the beginning, all two-site

correlators have the same magnitude. During the optimiza-

tion, most correlators fall below the arbitrarily chosen

0.1-threshold value and disappear, consequently. Here, we

observe the localization of entanglement. We have demon-

strated in section 2.2 that the entanglement between two

groups of orbitals only depends on the two-site correlators

connecting them. Already without full convergence of the

energy, one can define two groups of orbitals with minimal

entanglement. In subsequent work, we will explore the

possibility of extracting further information of the CGTN

parametrization such as an optimial orbital ordering as an

input for DMRG calculations or magnetic-coupling coeffi-

cients for an effective model Hamiltonian.

Fig. 2 The BP86/RI/def-TZVP optimized structure of

[Co(II)(H2O)4]
2+ for the quartet spin state.

Table 3 The absolute energies of the quartet spin state of
[Co(II)(H2O)4]

2+ for the CGTN and CASSCF calulations are shown
in Hartree atomic units. The number of variational parameters are
also given. The CGTN parametrization provides an efficient and
compact representation of the electronic wave function requiring only
a tenth of the total number of parameters compared to the dimension
of the Hilbert space of the CASSCF calculation

Hartree–Fock CAS(9,9)-SCF CGTN

E/Hartree �1685.235 055 �1685.293 744 �1685.279 408
Parameters 7056 684

Fig. 3 Snapshots of the CGTN parameters during the variational optimization of the ground state of [Co(II)(H2O)4]
2+. The images show the two-

site correlators for the 1st, 54000th, 108000th, and 164000th Monte-Carlo iteration with an absolute value larger than 0.1 (from left to right). All

correlators have been scaled by the reciprocal value of the largest one for comparison reason. The magnitude of the two-site correlators is color-

coded. The smallest correlators are drawn in dark-blue whereas the largest are magenta. The ground-state energy for the corresponding set of

CGTN parameters is given in Hartree atomic units (Eh).
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5. Summary and perspective

We reviewed the MPS and CGTN parametrizations for

electronic wave functions of which the former has already

been established as a suitable description of transition metal

complexes. MPS can be efficiently optimized by the DMRG

algorithm and systematically improved by increasing the

number of DMRG basis states. For the CGTN parametriza-

tion we have discussed that the variational optimization of the

two-site correlators corresponds to a localization of the

entanglement. Moreover, we proposed a CPS-decomposition

scheme that relates the entanglement between two orbital

groups to the inter-blocks correlators only.

Very challenging problems for the application of the CGTN

parametrization are strongly correlated systems such as transi-

tion metal clusters. These clusters can exhibit interesting

features in their electronic wave function if most occupation

number vectors have a similar weight, and hence a very large

number of many-electron basis states need to be taken into

account for a qualitatively correct description of the electronic

structure. The CGTN states may be well suited to describe

electronic wave functions with a flat distribution of the

coefficients over the Hilbert space basis.

So far, we have only studied the small-CAS Co complex

with CGTN states. However, TNS-type approaches will

certainly be investigated in detail in the near future. Due to

the particular structure of the CGTN ansatz, there might exist

a relation between the two-site correlators and the magnetic

couplings in transition metal clusters as described in an

effective spin Hamiltonian such as the Heisenberg model. It

is, however, not established whether one can extract this

information from the two-site correlators directly. In mole-

cular systems, usually only a few occupation number vectors

have large CI coefficients. In such cases, a hybrid-TNS/CI

approach might result in a better convergence and representa-

tion of the electronic wave function which will be investigated

in our further work. Further investigations will be necessary to

clarify these issues.
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